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The Sonic Keys is a series of books focused on the teachings of using Multidimensional Sound as a

tool to awaken humanity's highest potentials. The concepts in these books are secondary to the

higher knowledge found within the various soundscapes created by ShapeshifterDNA at

VisionaryMusic.com. All soundscapes are available here on .com - search ShapeshifterDNA in

audio. Sound Healing is gaining a deeper understanding amidst many of the theories and concepts

within the New Age and Conscious Evolution movements. The teachings in The Sonic Keys is one

of the most potent you can engage with to fully understand the power it can have for greater

transformation in all areas of your life. This first book, Sound, Light & Frequency (SLF) covers the

basic fundamentals of learning how to work with Sound for deepening your meditations and

enhancing the effects of all your transformational work. These soundscapes are the frequency maps

for all who walk a path of Conscious Evolution, assisting you to shift from a 3D-based reality

construct to living more consistently in the 5th World of Light. Multidimensional sound becomes the

carrier wave that will assist you in all aspects of your healing practices, as well as enhancing your

shamanic journeys, out of body experiences, breathwork, movement, dance, yoga -- any activity

you enjoy where you can listen to music. The sounds will awaken your intuition and activate your

psychic abilities as well. You will learn that through harmonic resonance that you are able to

connect your dreams and desires throughout all dimensional levels - empowering your

manifestations. Synchronicities will become an everyday occurrence in your life. Working with sound

specifically created to guide you on your unfolding spiritual journey is one of the most powerful tools

available. SLF will teach you how to understand and view our world from an energetic perspective

and how to connect more consistently with Source Vibration (what is called God) so that one can

manifest abundance in all areas of their life path. Using sound in a conscious way will assist you in

your DNA Activation process, awakening your 12 strand DNA and beyond. Anyone on a dedicated

path of ascension will find this series to provide great insights into the unfolding journey.This book is

similar to The Secret Key to the Secret of Manifesting your Dreams & Desires with a slightly

different focus. Follow up books in The Sonic Key series will continue to deepen your knowledge

and awareness of how multidimensional sound can assist you in living the life you always dreamed

you could live.
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Skinny little book with rudimentary concepts...not worth the money...was expecting a true sound

healing book...like Jill Mattson's, Don Campbell's, Mitchell Gaynor's, work or the work on many

other excellent sound healing expert's. This book is not in that category. It's basically an intro into

buying into more increments of the writers' research...based on making money. ..disappointing.

I've been working with the music of ShapeshifterDNA for years now, and as a sound healer, I find

the way this book talks about some of the basic elements of sound to be inspiring and refreshingly

clear. Gary and JoAnn Chambers are shamanic artists that have created a magical,

multidimensional, musical universe that interplays with 3D reality in an incredibly complex and

beautiful way. This book, an introduction to these concepts, breaks down that complexity with

easy-to-grasp nuggets of how it all works. This book is primarily for those interested in delving into

the sea of ShapeshifterDNA compositions for DNA Activation and explains how to either dip in a toe

or just jump right in.

This is an excellent book about successfully manifesting our desires to be used in conjunction with

the powerful sonic CD's of Shapeshifter (JoAnn and Gary Chambers). This book discusses many of



the stumbling blocks of why even with our best intentions and efforts, our manifesting fails to

produce the desired results, and so much of has to with our frequency, the rate at which our energy

is resonating around and through us, determining what we attract back to our physical reality. Really

the one key to being able to attract what we desire is to constantly keep our vibrational frequency in

a High state. And this book discusses in detail how discordant patterns we hold in our energy matrix

act to block our best intentions. So the necessity to clear these blocks that sabotage us, along with

the use of these wonderful powerful Soundscapes of high frequency sonic sound that act to shake

out our lower frequency patterns and create a much more powerful field of attraction in our energy

matrix, so successful manifestation becomes easy.

These folks really do a wonderful job. Over the years, the work they produce has been my guideline.

Their website also has great information, & a free .pdf & .mp3 starter pack, so you can get a feel

before you buy. activateyourdna.com
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